Spatial and temporal factors in auditory saltation.
This report describes three experiments on auditory saltation, studied with click stimuli presented at interclick intervals (ICIs) from 30 to 240 ms. In experiment 1, subjects rated the strength of the saltation illusion evoked by trains of six monaural clicks (i.e., three presented to one ear followed by three to the other ear), and six dichotic clicks on which were imposed either a 500-micros interaural time difference or a 9-dB interaural level difference (ILD). The interaural disparity of theclicks was reversed at the midpoint of the train. Subjects reported equivalent strengths of saltation for the dichotic clicks, but weaker saltation for the monaural ones. These data indicated that saltation is supported by dichotic clicks, regardless of the stimulus manipulation used to generate the lateralized images. In experiment 2, subjects rated the strength of the saltation evoked by six click trains lateralized, in separate trials, by ILDs ranging from 9 to 30 dB, and by a train of monaural clicks. In all ILD conditions, the level of the clicks at the "quiet" ear was above click-detection threshold when presented monaurally. Saltation weakened with increasing ILD, and approximated that seen with monaural clicks when the ILD was 30 dB. These data indicated that for the range of ICIs used here, saltation weakened as the stimuli became more strongly lateralized. In experiment 3, the number of dichotic clicks preceding the disparity reversal was, in separate trials, varied from 3 to 10, and subjects were asked to detect the presence of spatial stationarity in the click train. By plotting the subjective ratings as a function of the length of the leading click train, it was shown that the temporal window within which the saltation effect operates varies between listeners, but is usually less than about 350-400 ms.